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We study the reorientation dynamics of liquid water confined in nanometer-sized reverse micelles of
spherical and cylindrical shape. The size and shape of the micelles are characterized in detail using
small-angle x-ray scattering, and the reorientation dynamics of the water within the micelles is inves-
tigated using GHz dielectric relaxation spectroscopy and polarization-resolved infrared pump-probe
spectroscopy on the OD-stretch mode of dilute HDO:H2O mixtures. We find that the GHz dielectric
response of both the spherical and cylindrical reverse micelles can be well described as a sum of con-
tributions from the surfactant, the water at the inner surface of the reversed micelles, and the water in
the core of the micelles. The Debye relaxation time of the core water increases from the bulk value
τH2O of 8.2 ± 0.1 ps for the largest reverse micelles with a radius of 3.2 nm to 16.0 ± 0.4 ps for the
smallest micelles with a radius of 0.7 nm. For the nano-spheres the dielectric response of the water is
approximately ∼6 times smaller than expected from the water volume fraction and the bulk dielectric
relaxation of water. We find that the dielectric response of nano-spheres is more attenuated than that
of nano-tubes of identical composition (water-surfactant ratio), whereas the reorientation dynamics
of the water hydroxyl groups is identical for the two geometries. We attribute the attenuation of the
dielectric response compared to bulk water to a local anti-parallel ordering of the molecular dipole
moments. The difference in attenuation between nano-spheres and nano-cylinders indicates that the
anti-parallel ordering of the water dipoles is more pronounced upon spherical than upon cylindrical
nanoconfinement. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4898380]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since water in living systems is often enclosed in very
small volumes,1, 2 the effect of confinement to nanoscopic vol-
umes on the structure and dynamics of water has been ac-
tively investigated over the last decade.3–15 The properties of
water in nanoconfinement have been studied with model sys-
tems like reverse micelles (water-in-oil microemulsions)3–11

and nanoporous materials.12–15 Reverse micelles in particular
have proven to be convenient model systems because of the
ease of sample preparation and the possibility of controlling
the water-pool size. In addition, the chemical nature of the
interface of the reverse micelle can be conveniently modified
using cationic, anionic, or nonionic surfactants.

It has been suggested that the dynamics of water in a
nanoscopic volume does not only depend on the size, but also
on the shape of the volume. In particular, it has been pre-
dicted that one-dimensionally (cylindrically or tubular) con-
fined water can exhibit an unusually high water mobility and
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allows for extremely fast ion diffusion.16–18 Cylindrical nano-
confinement is relevant for charge transportation through the
water channels of fuel cell membranes,19 and for transport
of protons and other ions through membrane-protein chan-
nels. However, to date, a systematic investigation of the effect
of shape on the dynamics of nanoconfined water is lacking.
Studies on reverse micelles have focused mainly on the effect
of size in the case of spherical confinement,3–11 and investi-
gations on nanoporous materials are restricted to cylindrical
geometries (channels).12–15, 20–23

Reverse micelles can adopt spherical or cylindrical
shapes, depending on the combination of apolar solvent and
surfactant.24–28 Hence, reverse micelles are excellent systems
to investigate the effect of the shape of nanoconfined water
volume on its dynamics. In a recent combined time-resolved
fluorescence and THz time-domain spectroscopic study, no
significant effect of the shape of the reverse micelle on the
water dynamics was observed, but since in that study the ge-
ometry and the size of the water volume were changed si-
multaneously, it was difficult to isolate the influence of the
shape.29

Here, we investigate and compare the structure and re-
orientation dynamics of water confined in spherical and
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tubular reverse micelles prepared with the non-ionic surfac-
tant Igepal and n-hexane or cyclohexane as apolar solvent.
We will use small-angle x-ray scattering SAXS to determine
the shape and the size distribution of the micelles, and GHz
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy and mid-IR vibrational
pump-probe spectroscopy to investigate the influence of these
parameters on the orientational dynamics of the confined
water.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Sample preparation

The composition of the reverse-micelle samples is char-
acterized by the water to surfactant molar ratio

w0 = [H2O]/[surfactant]

and the surfactant mass fraction

cs = msurfactant

moil + msurfactant

, (1)

where msurfactant and moil are the masses of the surfactant
and the apolar solvent (oil), respectively. Spherical reverse-
micelle samples were prepared by dissolving Igepal CO-
520 (pentaoxyethylene nonylphenylether, average molar mass
441) in cyclohexane (>99.9% HPLC grade), and subse-
quently adding Milli-Q (18.2 M� cm) water to obtain the de-
sired w0. All samples were shaken and sonicated before the
measurements. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich.

For the size-dependence measurements, we prepared
spherical micelle samples with w0 = 0, 3, 5, 8 for cs = 0.33,
and with w0 = 0, 10, 15, 20 for cs = 0.28. A larger cs (and
hence larger micelle concentration) was used for the smaller
reverse micelles in order to obtain a sufficiently strong di-
electric response. Cylindrical reverse micelles were prepared
with n-hexane (>99.9% HPLC grade) as the oil phase. To
study the effect of shape on the water dynamics, we prepared
both cylindrical and spherical micelles with w0 = 5. Using
the same value of w0 implies that the water content is the
same for the two micelle shapes. For the cylindrical micelles,
we used a surfactant fraction of cs = 0.37 and for the spher-
ical micelles we used cs = 0.33. For the samples with the
largest micelles, full equilibration took several hours, whereas
the smallest reverse micelles equilibrated within minutes. Af-
ter equilibration, all samples were optically clear and stable.
The cylindrical micelles exhibit Rayleigh scattering in the
visible.

B. Small-angle x-ray scattering

SAXS measurements were performed at the high bril-
liance laboratory Gallium Anode Low Angle X-ray Instru-
ment GALAXI at the Jülich research center (Germany)
equipped with a BRUKER AXS MetalJet x-ray source. The
diffractometer is based on the former JUSIFA instrument in-
stalled at the DORIS storage ring at HASYLAB (Deutsches
Elektronen Synchotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany). The re-
verse micellar samples were filled in quartz capillaries with

an inner diameter of 1.5 mm and measured at room tempera-
ture (T = 298 K). The data were recorded with a 1 M Pilatus
detector (DECTRIS) at a sample-to-detector distance of 1.7 m
and a wavelength of 0.134 nm covering a range of momentum
transfer of 0.06 ≤ q ≤ 4 nm−1 (q = 4πsin(θ )/λ is the mod-
ulus of the scattering vector, 2θ is the scattering angle, and
λ is the wavelength). The collected data were radially aver-
aged and normalized to the intensity of the transmitted beam.
Solvent scattering was subtracted prior to data analysis. All
samples were made at the same surfactant in oil concentra-
tions cs as used for the dielectric and spectroscopic experi-
ments. The SAXS data for spherical reverse micelles were
fitted by a model function based on Vrij’s analytical solu-
tion for a multi-component system of hard spheres.30–32 The
characteristics of long semi-flexible worm-like micelles were
analyzed using the Kholodenko model.33 To obtain struc-
tural information on interconnected cylindrical networks, the
Teubner-Strey Model has been applied to fit the microemul-
sion peak occurring at high volume fraction, that is typical
for bicontinuous microemulsions or sponge phases.34 The fits
of the model curves to the observed SAXS data were per-
formed with a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares
algorithm.35

C. GHz dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS)

We performed DRS measurements of reverse micelles
in the frequency range between 100 MHz and 30 GHz with
a vector network analyzer (VNA, Rhode-Schwartz model
ZVA67). With this system we perform reflectometry measure-
ments using two different home-built sample cells, thus di-
rectly obtaining the complex scattering parameters as a func-
tion of frequency.

At low frequencies (100 MHz–2 GHz), we used a cell
based on the design of Göttmann et al.36 In this cell, the outer
coaxial electrode extends several cms from the cable/cell
plane, thereby enclosing the liquid sample in the form of a
cylindrical column, whereas the inner electrode sticks into
the sample as a pin over a distance of 1.8 mm. In the fre-
quency range of 1–30 GHz, a coaxial cut-off disc cell was
used where both the coaxial electrodes are terminated at the
sample interface. This cell was based on the design of Black-
ham et al.37, 38 A phase-stable coaxial cable (Rhode-Schwartz,
ZV-Z96) was connected to the measurement port of the VNA
and was calibrated using the accompanying calibration kit
(ZV-Z218) employing matched, open, and short standards.
Further calibration upon connection of the respective sam-
ple cells was performed by measuring the scattering param-
eters for air and pure water (Milli-Q, 18.2 M� cm). For the
low-frequency pin-cell, a 4M NaCl solution was further used
to shortcut the cell while conductive silver paint (Pelco, Ted
Pella, Inc.) was used for short-cutting the cut-off disc cell. A
three-term error model39 was applied to each frequency point,
moving the calibration plane from the end of the coaxial cable
to the probe/ sample interface. From the corrected parameters
the complex permittivities of the liquid samples could be di-
rectly calculated.36, 37 All DRS experiments were carried out
at 22 ◦C ± 0.5.
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D. Infrared pump-probe spectroscopy

We use vibrational pump-probe spectroscopy to measure
the decay of the vibrational anisotropy of the OD-stretch vi-
bration of dilute HDO:H2O solutions in reverse-micelle sam-
ples with w0 = 5 and cs = 0.33 for cyclohexane and cs
= 0.37 for n-hexane. Isotopically diluted water is prepared
by adding 5% D2O to H2O. The femtosecond IR pulses used
in the experiments [center frequency 2500 cm−1, duration 180
fs (FWHM), energy 5 μJ, spectral width 150 cm−1 (FWHM)]
are generated by a series of nonlinear frequency-conversion
processes that are pumped with the pulses of a commercial
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier, see Ref. 40 for details. We
generate probe and reference beams by splitting off a small
portion (∼1%) of the IR light with a wedged CaF2-window.
The transmitted light is used as the pump beam.

In the polarization-resolved pump-probe experiments,40

the pump pulse resonantly excites a small fraction (<10%)
of the OD groups to the v = 1 state, and the probe pulse is
used to measure the resulting absorption change �α||, ⊥(ω, t)
as a function of IR-frequency ω and time delay t with respect
to the pump pulse. The pump and probe pulses are both lin-
early polarized, and from the absorption changes observed for
parallel (�α‖) and perpendicular (�α⊥) pump and probe po-
larizations, we construct the isotropic signal

�αiso(ω, t) = 1

3
(�α‖(ω, t) + 2 · �α⊥(ω, t)) (2)

and the anisotropy

R(ω, t) = �αc(ω, t)‖ − �αc(ω, t)⊥
�αc(ω, t)‖ + 2�αc(ω, t)⊥

, (3)

where �αc(ω, t)‖ and �αc(ω, t)⊥ are the parallel and perpen-
dicular transient absorption changes corrected for dynamic
heat contributions to the transient spectra. The samples were
held between two CaF2 windows separated by Teflon spacers
with a thickness of 250 μm. All experiments were performed
at 22 ± 0.5 ◦C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Size and shape of the reverse micelles

1. Spherical reverse micelles

Figure 1 displays small angle x-ray scattering curves
for spherical reverse micelles with w0 = 2.5, 5, and 8 at cs
= 0.33 and w0 = 10 and 15 at cs = 0.28. A lower cs for
the larger w0 reverse micelles was chosen to avoid having
too high droplet fractions which would result in too viscous
reverse micellar solutions. All curves reveal a shape typi-
cal for spherical scatterers with a constant intensity at low
q and a steep decrease upon approaching the (first) minimum
at qmin, which allows an estimation of the droplet radius via
r ≈ 3π /(2qmin). Higher order minima are not visible, since
they are smeared out by the polydispersity of the reverse mi-
celles. With increasing w0 the minimum shifts to smaller scat-
tering vectors q indicating larger droplet sizes, which is also
reflected in the increase in the scattering intensity at low q,
as the forward scattering scales with the square of the droplet

(a) (c)

(d)
(b)

FIG. 1. Small angle x-ray scattering curves (scattering intensity versus the
modulus of momentum transfer vector q) from reverse micelles for different
w0 obtained from the water–Igepal–cyclohexane system. (a) Experimental
data (symbols) and fits (solid line) for w0 of 2.5, 5, and 8 at cs = 0.333
and w0 of 10 and 15 at cs = 0.282 on double logarithmic scale. Successive
scattering curves are displaced upwards by one logarithmic unit for better
visualization. The shape of the curves is typical for spherical scatterers at
concentrations high enough to clearly visualize the structure factor peak. The
scattering data were fitted with a multi-component model for hard spheres
and the refined parameters are presented in Table I. (b) Linear dependence of
the radius r0 on w0. The linear regression (red line) yields a proportionality
factor (a = 0.21(1) nm) for the water core. (c) and (d) Form factor FF and
hard sphere structure factor SF displayed for w0 = 5 and w0 = 10 on semi-
logarithmic and linear scale, respectively, that constitute the total scattering
of the spherical droplets TI.

volume. Due to the relative high droplet volume fractions a
correlation peak shows up at intermediate q, that corresponds
to the mean distance of the droplets and thus reveals their in-
teractions (scattering due to droplet interferences).

The scattering curves could be analyzed using a model
function based on Vrij’s analytical solution for a multicompo-
nent hard sphere system.30–32 The results from the structural
refinement are shown in Table I. Since the electron density
of the nonylphenyl surfactant tail is similar to that of cyclo-
hexane, the x-rays see only droplets made up of the ethylene
oxide head group moiety and interior water. Plotting the ob-
tained radius r0 versus w0 (Figure 1(b)) enables to obtain the
proportionality factor a for the linear scaling of the water core
radius of the reverse micelles with w0, with a = 0.21nm. The
length of the hydrophobic surfactant tail is retrieved from half
the droplet surface to surface distance D0 (D0/2 = 0.91(1)
nm). The values a and D0 equal those found previously for
reverse micelles in the same ternary system at lower cs.

10 In
Figures 1(c) and 1(d), the contributions from the form factor
(scattering from a single droplet) and the hard sphere struc-
ture factor (droplet interference) are plotted for w0 = 5 and
w0 = 10 demonstrating the origin of the observed peaks.

2. Tubular reverse micelles and interconnected
networks

For the tubular reverse micelles prepared with cs
= 0.37, we measured a scattering curve without significant
characteristics. Therefore, we investigated the scattering be-
havior for w0 = 5 for a series of cs values. For cs < 0.37,
we obtain SAXS curves that show a strong forward scattering
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TABLE I. Structure parameters for spherical reverse micelles in the water–
Igepal–cyclohexane system obtained from the refinement of the SAXS scat-
tering curves using the multi-component model for hard spheres at different
w0 and RT. The spherical reverse micelles are characterized by the droplet
radius r0, polydispersity parameter σ 0 of the log-normal size distribution,
and droplet concentration c0. For all droplet sizes, a constant surface to sur-
face distance D0 is found from the hard sphere structure factor, whereby
D0/2 = 0.91(1) nm corresponds to the shell thickness built up by the sur-
factant tails.

w0 2.5 5 8 10 15

cs 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.282 0.282
Vol fraction 0.300 0.3184 0.337 0.300 0.328
c0 (10−3 nm−3) 2.641 (1) 1.743 (1) 1.235 (1) 0.725 (1) 0.422 (1)
r0 (nm) 1.93 (1) 2.50 (1) 2.97 (1) 3.53 (1) 4.50 (1)
σ 0 0.198 (2) 0.166 (2) 0.168 (2) 0.148 (8) 0.160 (8)

compared to the spherical system (see Figure 2). The curves
plotted on a double logarithmic scale for cs = 0.20 and 0.14
display at small q a power law dependence of about −1 and
−4/3, characteristic for stiff rods and semi-flexible worm-like
micelles,33 respectively, whereas the curve for the spherical
system at similar volume fraction is flat at low q, as can be
seen in Figure 2(b). The two SAXS curves for the cylindri-
cal system could be modeled using the Kholodenko model
for worm-like micelles.33 For cs = 0.14, the fit yields a con-
tour length of 280(66) nm, a Kuhn length Lk of 7.43 (95)
nm, and a radius for the cylindrical cross-section rc of 2.55
(1) nm with a log-normal size distribution σ 0 = 0.096 (9).
The Kuhn length indicates the length over which the chain of
the worm-like reverse micelles is not curved. The minimum
observed corresponds in this case to the radius of the cross-
section that displays a lower polydispersity than observed for
the spheres. For cs = 0.20, the contour length has decreased
to 105(26) nm, which can be seen from the lowering in the
forward scattering at small q, whereas the Kuhn length (Lk =
6.83(99) nm) and the cross-sectional radius (rc = 2.55(2) with
σ 0 = 0.115(3)) do not change significantly. At high q the
curves for the spherical and the cylindrical reverse micelles
fall on top of each other at comparable volume fractions. The
red curve in Figure 2(b) for cs = 0.14 stems from spherical
micelles with r0 = 2.88(4) nm and σ 0 = 0.177(2) showing
mainly droplet form factor scattering.

Upon increasing the concentration for the tubular sys-
tem, the intensity decreases at low q, showing a slope <−1
already for cs = 0.27 (not shown) at low q. At intermediate q,
a peak starts to develop at cs = 0.37, whereby a shoulder can
already be observed at cs = 0.32 on linear scale (Figure 2(a)).
For the highest cs values of 0.46 and 0.56 that correspond to
volume fractions of 0.40 and 0.50, respectively, the peak that
is characteristic for bicontinuous structures or sponge phases
is fully developed. All the curves for the cylindrical system
show a minimum at high q that hardly changes its value. This
indicates that the radius of the cross-section stays nearly con-
stant. With increasing surfactant concentration the cylindrical
reverse micelles interlink and form branch points, whereby
passages between the individual water channels are created
leading finally to a network of interconnected water chan-
nels that span the whole volume forming meshes within the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Small angle x-ray scattering curves from reverse micellar aggre-
gates for both ternary systems, i.e., water–Igepal–cyclohexane (spheres) and
water–Igepal–hexane (tubes), as a function of cs at a constant w0 of 5. The
green and blue scattering curves for cs = 0.14, 0.2, 0.32, 0.37, 0.46, and 0.56
belong to the tube system, whereas the red scattering curves for the sphere
system at cs = 0.14 and 0.33 are added for comparison. (a) Development of
the peak typical for bicontinuous microemulsions or sponge phases from long
semi-flexible worm-like reverse micelles on linear scale. (b) Scattering curves
for long cylindrical micelles for cs = 0.14 and 0.2 for the water–Igepal–
hexane system on double logarithmic scale. The inserted dashed line with a
slope of −1 indicates the q−1 power law decay characteristic for stiff rods.
The black solid lines display fits obtained applying the Kholodenko model
for long semi-flexible worm-like scatterers at cs = 0.14 (olive stars) and
cs = 0.20 (light green open squares) in (b) and fits to the peak region obtained
by the Teubner-Strey model for cs = 0.46 (upright blue filled triangles) and
cs = 0.56 (violet open diamonds) in (a).

oil.41 For these structures, we cannot anymore resort to liq-
uid state theories to analyze the scattering as in the case of
the spheres and isolated closed cylinders. In this case, ran-
dom surface models come into play that are based on Landau
theory.42, 43 Here, we use the phenomenological model pro-
posed by Teubner and Strey in which Gaussian fluctuations
of the order parameter field determine the scattering intensity
in the vicinity of the peak34 to estimate the domain size and
the correlation length of the structures formed at cs ≥ 0.46.
The fits reveal a domain size d of 7.1 nm and 6.4 nm for
cs = 0.46 and 0.56, respectively, and a correlation length
≤4.5 nm for both systems.

We thus find that depending on the apolar phase (n-
hexane or cyclohexane) our samples contain either spheri-
cal or cylindrical reverse micelles. For the spherical micelles,
the radius is proportional to w0. Earlier studies have shown
that the radius of infinitely long cylindrical reverse micelles
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Imaginary (a) and real (b) parts of the dielectric permittivity of spher-
ical reverse micelles of different sizes (w0 = 3–20) for the water–Igepal–
cyclohexane system. The solid lines represent least-squares fits to the data us-
ing Eq. (4). (c) Igepal (dotted), surface-water (solid), and core-water (dashed)
contributions to the dielectric permittivity for w0 = 3 (blue) and w0 = 20
(red).

converges to 2/3 the radius of spherical reverse micelles of
the same w0.27, 28, 44

B. Dynamics of water in nanoscopic spheres

In Figure 3, we show the real and imaginary parts (ε′ and
ε′′, respectively) of the relative permittivity for a series of so-
lutions containing spherical reverse micelles with increasing
w0 values. For w0 = 0 (surfactant only), we observe a broad
band in the ε′′(ω) spectrum, which we attribute to the dipolar
reorientation of the surfactant (Igepal) molecules. For nonzero
w0, we observe an additional feature at higher frequencies,
which we assign to reorientation of the water in the reverse
micelles. This additional component grows in intensity and
shifts to higher frequency with increasing w0 (increasing wa-
ter content), approaching ∼20 GHz for the largest micelles,
i.e., close to the value of the main relaxation mode of bulk
liquid water.45

We find that the water dielectric response can be well de-
scribed as a sum of contributions from water at the surface
of the micelle and water in the core of the micelle, with the
two types of water exhibiting distinctly different reorientation
dynamics: the interfacial water molecules that hydrate the hy-
drophilic moiety of the surfactant show significantly slower
dynamics than bulk liquid water, whereas water in the core

of the nanoscopic volume behaves similar to bulk water. Such
a core/shell model is certainly a simplification, and molec-
ular dynamics simulations indeed show a gradual transition
in reorientation time constant going from the surface to the
core.46, 47 Nevertheless, our experimental results show that the
distribution of reorientation times is approximately bimodal,
as has been observed before for a wide range of reverse micel-
lar systems, with both ionic and nonionic surfactants.3–11, 48–50

The total frequency-dependent complex permittivity ε(ω)
of the reverse micellar system is thus modeled as a sum of the
contributions of Igepal, core water, surface water, and cyclo-
hexane

ε(ω) = εcore(ω) + εsurface(ω) + εIgepal(ω) + ε∞, (4)

where εi(ω) are the complex permittivities of the individual
components, and ε∞ is the permittivity in the high-frequency
limit. ε∞ includes the cyclohexane response, which is purely
real and independent of frequency in the range of frequen-
cies investigated here. We model the surface and core water
responses as Debye relaxation modes,

εi(ω) = �εi

1 + iω2πτD,i

(5)

with i ∈ {core, surface}. The Igepal contribution has a
broader spectrum, and can be well described by a Cole-Cole
mode,51

εIgepal(ω) = �εIgepal

(1 + iω2πτD,Igepal)
(1−α)

. (6)

In these equations, �εi are the permittivity amplitudes, and
τD, i Debye relaxation time constants of the individual com-
ponents. From a least-squares fit of a Cole-Cole mode to the
w0 = 0 data, we obtain τD,Igepal = 50(1) and 47(1) ps, and α

= 0.35(1) and 0.35(1) for ws = 0.33 and 0.29, respectively
(where the numbers in parentheses indicate the 1σ uncer-
tainties in the last digit). These values were kept constant in
the least-squares fits to the data for w0 > 0. We performed
a simultaneous least-squares fit of Eq. (4) to the real and the
imaginary components of the dielectric relaxation spectra for
all w0, treating τD,Igepal as a fixed parameter, and assuming a
linear relation between �εD,Igepal and the volume fraction of
Igepal. The results of the fit are shown by the solid lines in
Figure 3, where panel (a) and (b) show the imaginary and real
parts of the permittivity respectively, and panel (c) the decom-
position of the imaginary part into the contributing modes for
the smallest and largest micelles studied (w0 = 3 and 20). The
fit parameters are presented in Figure 4.

The surface-water Debye time constants vary between
132(5) ps for w0 = 3 and 105(9) ps for w0 = 20 thus show-
ing only a weak dependence on micelle size, see Figure 4(a)
(indicated by the dashed blue line).65 These surface-water re-
orientation times are more than one order of magnitude slower
than the Debye time of bulk water (8.38 ps at 298 K).45 The
water molecules giving rise to the surface-water Debye mode
are likely hydrogen bonded to the outer oxygen atoms of the
surfactant head groups. This assignment is consistent with
the observation that the surface-water reorientation time is
only weakly dependent on the micelle size. The core water
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Fit parameters obtained from a global least-squares fit of Eq. (4) to
the data shown in Fig. 3. (a) Surface-water and core-water Debye relaxation
times as a function of w0. (b) Amplitudes �εD,Igepal, �εD,H20, and ε∞ as a

function of w0. The small discontinuity between w0 = 8 and w0 = 10 is due
to a change in cs from 0.33 (for w0 ≤ 8) to 0.29 (for w0 ≥ 10). The curves
are a guide to the eye.

reorientation time decreases monotonically with increasing
size, from 16.0(4) ps for w0 = 3 to 8.2(1) ps for w0 = 20.

In previous IR pump-probe studies, it was found that the
reorientation dynamics of the OD groups of dilute HDO:H2O
in reverse micelles can be well described assuming a core-
water reorientation time equal to that of bulk water for all
micelle sizes.9, 10, 52 However, attempts to fit the dielectric-
relaxation data in the same manner (keeping τD, core fixed
to the bulk reorientation time of water) were not success-
ful. The difference in w0 dependence of the orientational
correlation times of the core water obtained from dielectric
relaxation and IR pump-probe spectroscopy suggests that the
reorientation dynamics of the permanent dipole moment of
water molecules (giving rise to the dielectric relaxation) might
be more sensitive to nanoconfinement than the reorientation
dynamics of OD bonds of isolated HDO molecules (as ob-
served in the IR pump-probe measurements). This differ-
ence might be due to the different consequences of the trun-
cation of the hydrogen-bond network at the surface of the
nanoscopic volume for the two types of reorientation. The
observed difference might then be similar to the different
changes in the permanent-dipole-moment and OD-bond reori-
entation dynamics observed upon adding salts to bulk water.53

Finally, in Figure 4(b) we observe that ε∞ and the core wa-
ter response �εcore both increase (and in a similar manner)
with increasing water content w0. On the other hand, �εIgepal
and �εsurface decrease slightly as the Igepal concentration de-
creases slightly upon adding water.

C. Comparison between nanoscopic spheres
and cylinders

By using n-hexane instead of cyclohexane as polar sol-
vent, we prepare cylindrical instead of spherical micelles
with the same value of w0 (see Sec. II B). The difference in
nanoscopic morphology of the samples causes a directly visi-
ble difference in the samples, see inset of Fig. 5(b): the sample

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. The imaginary (a) and the real (b) parts of the dielectric response
of tubular reverse micelles (green, water–Igepal–hexane) compared to spher-
ically shaped reverse micelles (blue, water–Igepal–cyclohexane). The solid
lines represent least-squares fits to the data using Eq. (4). The fits are com-
posed of the Igepal contribution (dashed lines), the surface-water contribu-
tion (filled curves at low frequency), and the core water contribution (filled
curves at high frequency). (Inset) Photo showing a sample of tubular (left)
and spherical (right) reverse micellar system.

containing cylindrical reverse micelles shows faint blue light
scattering which is not observed in the sample with spher-
ical reverse micelles. The cylinders are sufficiently long to
cause significant Rayleigh scattering. In Figure 5, we also
compare the dielectric response of spherical and cylindri-
cal reverse micelles, both with w0 = 5. Surprisingly, the re-
sponse of water in nano-cylinders is much larger than that of
water in nano-spheres. We find that the dielectric response
of both the cylindrical and spherical micelles can be mod-
eled by Eq. (4). The fits are shown in Figure 5, where we
also indicate the individual contributions of the surface wa-
ter and the core water for the tubes (green fill) and spheres
(blue fill); the parameters obtained from the fit are given in
Table II. We find that the reorientation of the core water
in cylindrical micelles is slowed down compared to that in
spherical micelles (τD, core = 21.8 vs. 13.7 ps), and that
the corresponding amplitude of the dielectric response is in-
creased (�εcore = 0.65 vs. 0.43). The most prominent differ-
ence between cylindrical and spherical micelles is the much

TABLE II. Fit results for the dielectric response of reverse micelles in tubu-
lar and spherical geometry for w0 = 5 for the systems water–Igepal–hexane
(tubes, green) and water–Igepal–cyclohexane (spheres, blue). τD,c and τD,s
are the core and surface water reorientation times and �εc and �εs are the
dielectric response of core and surface water for spherical and tubular mi-
celles. The uncertainties are 1σ .

τD, c (ps) τD, s (ps) �εc �εs

Spheres 13.7(2) 101(1) 0.43(3) 0.16(3)
Tubes 21.8(4) 140(2) 0.65(1) 0.43(1)
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(a) (b)

FIG. 6. (a) Isotropic decay of the pumped OD stretch vibration at 2525 cm−1

of tubes and spheres. (b) The anisotropy decay of the OD-stretch mode of
dilute HDO:H2O in tubular and spherical reverse micelles. To improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, the data were averaged over a probe-frequency range
from 2525 to 2570 cm−1 over which no discernible frequency dependence
was observed.

larger amplitude of the surface-water dielectric response of
the cylinders: �εD, surface = 0.43 vs. 0.16. The slower Debye
relaxation time for core water in cylinders as compared to that
in spheres can be understood on the basis of our observation
that the reorientation dynamics of the core water in reverse
micelles slows down with decreasing micelle size (see Fig-
ure 4(a)). Since for cylinders and spheres with the same w0
(=surface/volume ratio) the radius of the cylinders is approx-
imately 2/3 of the radius of the spheres, one may therefore
expect slower reorientation dynamics in the cylindrical than
in the spherical reverse micelles, as is indeed observed.

The difference in amplitude of the dielectric response
of the tubes and the spheres cannot be due to a difference
in chemical composition of the samples, as the compositions
are exactly identical apart from the apolar solvents, cyclohex-
ane and n-hexane, which do not show a frequency-dependent
dielectric response in the investigated frequency region. To
investigate if the difference in dielectric response might be
due to a difference in the fractions of surface and core wa-
ter in the two types of reverse micelle, we prepared reverse
micelles containing dilute (10%) HDO:H2O mixtures, and in-
vestigated the orientational relaxation of the OD groups using
polarization-resolved vibrational pump-probe spectroscopy,
which provides a direct determination of the fractions of
surface and core water. This is because the surface-water
molecules reorient much more slowly than the core-water
molecules,3–11 so that the OD-stretch vibrational anisotropy
decays in a bimodal manner, with the amplitudes of the fast
and the slow relaxation being proportional to the fractions
of the core and surface water, respectively. In Figure 6(a),
we show the isotropic transient-absorption changes of HDO
molecules in cylindrical and spherical reverse micelles as
a function of delay, measured at the maximum of the OD-
stretch band at 2525 cm−1. The overlapping delay traces show
that there is no significant difference in the vibrational relax-
ation dynamics between the cylindrical and spherical reverse
micelles. In Figure 6(b), we plot the normalized anisotropy
decay of the two systems. The anisotropy decays are bimodal
and show quite similar fast and slow components for the two
systems. From a global least-squares fit to the anisotropy de-
cay and isotropic signals (see Ref. 10 for details of the fit pro-
cedure), we obtain the fit parameters listed in Table III. The

TABLE III. Fit results for the anisotropic and isotropic decay of the OD-
stretch vibration in tubular and spherical reverse micelles. S is the core water
fraction, T1,i is the vibrational relaxation time of Igepal and surface water,
τ IR, s is the surface-water reorientation time, and R0 is the initial (zero-delay)
value of the anisotropy. Note that since the slow reorientation times exceed
our accessible time window, only lower limits for their values can be given.
The values in parentheses indicate the uncertainties (1σ ) in the last digit.

T1, Igepal (ps) T1, s (ps) τ IR, s (ps) S R0

Spheres 0.73(6) 4.2(1) >9(1) 0.30(3) 0.33(1)
Tubes 1.1(2) 4.3(3) >10(1) 0.30(3) 0.34(1)

fits are shown as solid curves in Fig. 6. We find that the ampli-
tude ratios of the slow and fast components in the anisotropy
dynamics are identical for cylindrical and spherical reverse
micelles within the experimental uncertainties (2σ ). It thus
follows that the fractions of surface and core water are the
same in the two types of micelles, and that their OD-stretch
reorientation dynamics are the same. This notion is corrobo-
rated by the similar vibrational relaxation dynamics of the two
samples since core and surface-water molecules have differ-
ent vibrational lifetimes,10 so that a difference in core/surface
ratio should have caused a difference in the observed relax-
ation dynamics. Finally, the near-identical FTIR spectra of the
two samples (shown in Figure 7) also indicate a very similar
core/surface ratio in the two systems, as is to be expected from
geometrical considerations.66 Surface-bound water molecules
generally have a higher OD-stretch frequency than core wa-
ter molecules, so that a difference in surface/core ratio would
have been observable as a difference in the shape and max-
imum of the OD-stretch absorption band.4, 10 We therefore
conclude that the observed strong difference in dielectric re-
sponse of cylindrical and spherical reverse micelles cannot be
caused by a difference in the fractions of surface and core
water.

D. Effect of the shape of nanoscopic water volumes
on the dielectric response

A hint as to the origin of the very different dielectric
responses of water in nanoscopic cylindrical and spherical

FIG. 7. Absorption difference spectrum OD stretch in 10% HDO in H2O in
reverse micelles with w0 = 5 in cyclohexane (spheres) and n-hexane (tubes).
The intensity of the OD stretch in spheres is 2% lower than in the tubes. This
difference lies within the error of the preparation.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. (a) The water contribution to the dielectric response �εwater vs. the
water fraction. The green solid line is the response predicted assuming a lin-
ear dependence of ε0,bulk,H2O with the water volume fraction. (b) Relative

amplitude of the core-water dielectric response with respect to the total water
response (blue points), compared to the core-water fraction as obtained from
previous IR pump-probe data (red curve).10

reverse micelles is provided by the absolute magnitude of
these responses. The amplitude of the dielectric response
of the spherically nanoconfined water is much smaller than
would be expected from its volume fraction. This can be seen
directly from the total water contribution �εwater = �εsurface +
�εcore obtained from the fits. In Figure 8(a) we show �εwater
as a function of the water fraction for the different reverse
micelle sizes.

The dielectric response of the nanoconfined water is
clearly much less than would be expected based on the wa-
ter volume fraction (these expected values are shown as the
green line). For example, the sample containing reverse mi-
celles of w0 = 8 contains 8% vol. water, and would be ex-
pected to have a water contribution to the dielectric constant
of about 6, whereas we observe an �εwater of only 1. Previous
studies have demonstrated a similar reduction of the dielectric
response in reverse micellar systems.54, 55

It is well known that the dielectric constants of mix-
tures, e.g., emulsions, can differ significantly from a weighted
sum of the responses of the pure constituents as a result
of local field effects.56 These local-field effects can be ac-
counted for by describing the mixture with a so-called effec-
tive medium approach in which it is assumed that the con-
stituents are homogeneously distributed over the mixture. For
emulsions of water, well-known effective medium approaches
like the Maxwell-Garnett and Bruggeman models are not ap-
plicable as these models are based on a description of local-
field effects with the Lorentz local field. The Lorentz lo-
cal field description is only valid for systems for which the
dielectric response is governed by the polarizability of the
atoms/molecules. However, the dielectric response of water
is dominated by the reorientation of molecular dipoles, for

which the Onsager local field Elocal = [3ε/(2ε + 1)]E ap-
plies. The Onsager local field of water undergoes only a small
change when water is dispersed in an apolar solvent.67 Hence,
local-field effects cannot account for the large attenuation of
the dielectric response, which occurs when water is confined
in nanoscopic volumes.

The dielectric response of dipolar systems depends
strongly on the local ordering of the contributing dipoles and
their correlated motion. This effect of local ordering is usu-
ally accounted for by the so-called Kirkwood correlation fac-
tor gK, which is linearly proportional to ε,57, 58

ε ∝ gKμ2,

where μ is the dipole moment of a single molecule. In the ab-
sence of local orientational order gK = 1, whereas gK > 1 if
the dipole moments of neighboring molecules tend to align. In
the case of antiparallel neighboring dipole moments gK < 1.
In bulk liquid water and ice, the Kirkwood factor is quite large
and attains a value of ∼3 as a result of the (near-)tetrahedral
arrangement of the water dipoles.57, 59, 60 In nanoconfined wa-
ter however, the Kirkwood factor can be much smaller. Simu-
lations by Senapati and Chandra have shown a 50% reduction
of εH2O for very small (0.61 nm radius) spherical water vol-
umes that have no electrostatic interaction with the confining
walls.61 We believe that this reduction of the Kirkwood fac-
tor is due to an anti-parallel orientation of water molecules at
opposing surfaces of the nanodroplet. In reverse micelles, the
OH bond and dipoles of the water molecules at the surface
point radially outward in order to hydrate the oxygen atoms
of the Igepal surfactant. Because of the spherical symmetry
of water volume, this configuration corresponds to a largely
anti-parallel arrangement of the water dipole moments, re-
sulting in a very small Kirkwood factor gK (this might be
compared to a hydration shell around a cation, which also
has a very small Kirkwood factor because of the canceling
dipole moments62, 63). The water molecules at the inside of
the reverse micelles need to accommodate their hydrogen-
bond structure to the structure of the surface water and to each
other, which results in a hydrogen-bond network that is sig-
nificantly distorted from an ideal tetrahedral structure. Hence,
the Kirkwood gK factor of the core water is also expected to be
much smaller than of bulk liquid water. The observed dielec-
tric constant of the reverse micelles is about 6 times smaller
(see above) than the value predicted based on the bulk-water
dielectric constant, meaning that our results suggest that the
Kirkwood correlation factor of nanoconfined water is about
6 smaller than that of bulk water, i.e., smaller than unity.
The fact that the water nanospheres with hydrophobic sur-
faces studied by Senapati and Chandra61 also show a strong
reduction in gK suggests that the main conditions for reducing
the Kirkwood factor are the small size and centrosymmetric
shape of the water nanodroplet. Interestingly, the simulations
of Senapati and Chandra show that for hydrophobic surfaces
the reduction in gK already disappears at comparatively small
droplet sizes (ε = 71 for r0 = 1.2 nm),61 whereas we find
a reduction in gK that persists up to larger droplet sizes (see
Fig. 4(b)). If our hypothesis is correct, then this difference
suggests that the disruption of the hydrogen-bond structure of
water extends deeper for a hydrophilic surfactant surface than
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for a hydrophobic surface, for which it seems to be a more
local effect.

With increasing size of the reverse micelles, the relative
contribution of the core component increases with respect to
that of the surface component, as can be seen in Fig. 8(b),
where we plot the relative contribution of the core water with
respect to the total water response,

�εcore
�εcore+�εsurface

, as a function

of w0. This relative increase of the core component with in-
creasing micelle size is in itself not surprising, and is in line
with the core/shell model.

However, when we compare the relative dielectric-
response contribution of the core water to its molar frac-
tion, [core]/([core]+[surface]) (obtained from previous time-
resolved IR measurements10), we find that the dielectric re-
sponse of the core water is always larger than its molar frac-
tion (with increasing w0 both fractions eventually approach
unity, and the difference vanishes). This discrepancy suggests
that just as the Kirkwood correlation factor of bulk water is
larger than that of micellar core water (see previous para-
graph), the Kirkwood factor of the core water is larger than
that of the surface water. The very low Kirkwood factor of
the surface-water molecules can be well explained from the
approximately antiparallel arrangement of water molecules at
the opposing surfaces of the nanodroplet, as discussed above.

The change in the Kirkwood factor upon nanoconfine-
ment can also account for the difference in the amplitudes of
the dielectric responses of water in spherical and cylindrical
reverse micelles. In a sphere, every dipole moment of a water
molecule at the surface can in principle be canceled by that
of a water molecule on the opposite side, but in a cylinder
the components of the water dipole moments along the cylin-
der axis may (at least locally) add up, which would cause the
Kirkwood factor to be larger for the surface water of a cylin-
der than for that of a sphere. In addition, the hydrogen-bond
network of water at the surface of a cylinder is probably less
distorted from the ideal tetrahedral structure than at the sur-
face of a sphere, because the former has curvature in only one
surface dimension, and the latter in both, again causing the
Kirkwood factor of surface water to be larger in the former
than in the latter. Both effects will lead to a much larger am-
plitude of the dielectric response of surface water in cylindri-
cal reverse micelles as compared to spherical reverse micelles.
The effects of alignment of the surface water will propagate
into the core water, but the effects will be less pronounced,
which implies that the core water of the cylindrical micelles
will have a larger dielectric response than the core water of
the spherical micelles, but the difference is smaller than for
the surface water.

The effects of nanoconfinement on the water structure
and thus on the dielectric response are strongly dependent on
the nature of the interactions between the water molecules and
the embedding structure. In case this structure is formed by a
layer of surfactant molecules, the interactions are hydrophilic,
and in the case of a closed structure the water molecules at op-
posite sides in the surface layer will arrange in an anti-parallel
configuration. In case the embedding structure is hydropho-
bic and not spherical, the parallel arrangement of the water
dipoles can be enhanced in comparison to bulk water. Indeed,
experiments on water in carbon nanotubes revealed an even

higher Kirkwood factor than for bulk liquid water, and thus a
relatively large dielectric response.64

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the dielectric relaxation of liquid water in
nanoscopic volumes of different sizes and shapes. Nanoscopic
water volumes were formed within reverse micelles in an ap-
olar matrix using Igepal as surfactant. The dielectric response
of the nanoconfined water under these conditions can be well
described as a sum of the responses of a surface-bound wa-
ter fraction and a core water fraction. The Debye relaxation
time constant of the surface water is found between 132(6) ps
for w0 = 3 and 105(9) ps w0 = 20 and shows only a weak
dependence on the size of the nanoscopic volume. The time
constant of the core water, on the other hand, decreases from
16.0 ± 0.4 ps for reverse micelles for w0 = 3 to 8.2 ± 0.1 ps
for w0 = 20. Although the simple core/shell model provides a
good quantitative description of our data, we should point out
that a detailed description would require more detailed mod-
eling along the lines of Ref. 46, and we hope that our results
will stimulate work in this direction.

We demonstrated that the shape of the reverse micelles
can be modified by varying the apolar solvent. Using small-
angle x-ray scattering, we found that the reverse micelles ac-
quire a cylindrical shape if n-hexane is used as solvent. The
Debye relaxation is slower in cylindrical than in spherical
nanoscopic volumes having the same surface/volume fraction.
Furthermore, the amplitude of the dielectric response is larger
in cylindrical than in spherical volumes, in particular for the
water located at the surface. We thus find that the shape of
a nanoscopic volume of water strongly affects its dielectric
response.

The difference in dielectric response between cylindrical
and spherical nanoscopic volumes is not due to a difference in
the fractions of surface and core water (as is demonstrated by
the vibrational pump-probe measurements), or to local-field
effects. Rather, we explain this difference from the interaction
of the surface-water molecules with the surfactant molecules,
which tends to align the surface-water dipoles in such a way
that they are anti-parallel for opposing spherical surfaces, but
less for opposing cylindrical surfaces. Similar alignment ef-
fects will occur in any kind of nanoconfined water (the details
depending on the molecular properties and shape of the con-
fining material), and may be expected to have a significant
influence on the spatial distribution and transport properties
of ions in nanoscopic channels and vesicles.
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